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FLYING HIGH HOPE 
RELIEF 
“…how empty and hollow and pathetic and 
useless I was before I was able to really 
experience my transition.  I had quite serious 
depression.  I never liked myself.  I always 
hated myself…and it’s interesting how much 
that first operation; that one little thing…one 
operation that didn’t actually change any of the 
way that my body functioned.  It didn’t make me 
a biologically born gendered man but it made 
me human.  It made me real.  I feel like I exist.”  
(Robert, male, age 31)  
1000KGS OF SUFFERING LIFTED 
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BIG IMPROVEMENTS 
Drawing as a method of 
data collection 
In  health related narrative research, 
visual images have been used 
successfully as a data source and a 
method of collection (Bergum & Godkin, 
2008), and allow participants to explore 
emotional issues they may not 
otherwise explore  (Kearney & Hyle, 
2004). Additionally, it provides a 
personal framework to capture their 
own experiences (Kearney & Hyle, 2004) 
and have been noted as being 
therapeutic for participants (Bentley, 
2010). Finally, the visual representations 
brought to life the participants’ 
experiences and overlapped with the 
concepts constructed from the analysis 
of the interviews, which aligns with the 
findings of Kearney and Hyle (2004) 
“This is me looking in the mirror.  It was mixed 
emotion, I was crying.  This was afterwards and I 
was happy.  I wanted to wear a singlet.  It was my 
chosen outfit that would [make] me feel good 
after surgery.  I remember standing in front of the 
mirror, put the singlet on and I was so 
overwhelmed with happiness but slash sadness.  
It was the first time that I could finally be upset 
for the 4 ½ years of binding.”  (Jimmy, male, age 
33) 
“It’s a huge…a huge enormous weight both literally 
speaking but also emotionally – felt just very lifted.  I 
have a quite vivid memory of waking up 
postoperatively and feeling uncomfortable but 
feeling this immense sense of peace really.  It felt 
really good that transformation was perhaps even 
more profound than I anticipated in a positive way.  
There was this enormous weightlessness.”  (Jeremy, 
trans* male, age 29) 
OPTIMUM RESULT 
“Surgery to me was like the beginning of the rest of my life.  I 
was about 5 months on T[estosterone], and…that was all good 
and well but I didn’t really care until I had surgery.  It’s like 
when I think I found out I was having surgery, I started 
envisaging the end result of how I wanted to look.”  (Leroy, 
male, age 31) 
“I can see myself flying just like these birds.  I am 
free at last to do what I want and be who I am and not 
worry about being this person that doesn’t own 
themselves.  You know, ownership of your own self is 
important and I now own myself; my body is the way 
it was meant to be.  I’m like the sun itself…I'm radiant 
now.  Yeah…and that’s always stayed with [me] since 
the operation.” (Dee Dee, trans* woman, age 49) 
AWAKEN 
EMERGENCE 
“One of the biggest moments was 
immediately after the operation and when I 
came to, there was this cloud.  It was like 
matter and I felt it leave my body.  It was 
like a spirit left my body.”  (Phoenix, female, 
age 42) 
“[Before] it’s representing the things that I couldn’t do 
that are part of the way I see myself so I couldn’t really 
play sport; I couldn’t really go swimming and I couldn’t 
wear a t-shirt or clothes and overall that sort of impacted 
on my ability to relate to my friends and you know live my 
life the way I wanted to live it.  [After] it’s all the things I 
could start doing again that made me a happy person so I 
could go to the beach, I could wear tight clothing, I could 
go to the gym and all of those things made me feel 
happier and more confident and more able to participate 
in life generally.”  (Jim, male, age 32) 
“I hadn’t blossomed and it feels like I was that 
caterpillar.  I was stuck down at ground level and 
couldn’t really spread my wings and be my true 
self in all my glory.  [Transitioning] allowed me to 
actually bloom and be 100% my true self and not 
be afraid of being that.”  (Ms Mel, female, age 50) 
